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Introduction

This user guide contains a series of topics, each of which covers a task (how to do something) or a concept 
(background knowledge/terminology). Concept topics have names starting with Concept: while task topics 
have names containing verbs, like: Editing Basic Site Information.

After reading this guide, you should be able to:

• Depending on permissions - Create and remove users. 
• Understand defined user permissions. 
• Complete the tasks within assigned role permissions.
• Create various types of content.
• Publish, edit and unpublish various content types. 
• Publish, edit and unpublish media types. 
• Add terms to Taxonomy and vocabulary.
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General

To understand what you will be working with, you need to understand how content is saved on the website. 
There are a number of entities that capture and store content:

• Content Types
• Taxonomy
• Media
• Users

Accessing the MyV&A+ Backend

Navigation
Navigate to /user on the MyV&A+ website. ie. https://content.myvna.waterfront.co.za/user. Log in with 
your Username and Password to access the backend. Once logged in, navigate to “Dashboard” in the 
administration menu to gain access to the overview page.

Log-in page
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Users (People Content type)

Access Overview Page

Navigation
Navigate to People (https://content.myvna.waterfront.co.za/admin/people/create).

Registering New Users from the Backend

Navigation
Log into the site and hover click on the “Advanced tab”, then hover over “people” and then click on “Add 
user”. Register the user by filling in the user’s relevant information. The administrators will receive an email 
to be notified of the new user registration.

Add user page. Create a new user with defined roles.
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Implementation
Fill out the relevant information for the user. Please keep in mind that the user will use their username and
password to log in, therefore it is advisable to give the username and email fields the same value. Select the
role(s) relevant to the user being created. If needed, check the “Notify user of new account” checkbox to
send the user an email with instructions on how to proceed and log in with their new user account.

Approving the User (Done by Super Editor)
1. Click on “Advanced” in the administration menu.
2. Navigate to “People”.
3. Search for the relevant user to approve or filter for “Blocked” users based on the “Status” of users 

and search for the relevant user.
4. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant user under “Operations”.
5. Set the user’s status to “Active”.
6. Assign the user the permissions relevant to their role on the MyV&A+ website.
7. Click “Save”.
8. The user will receive an email with further instructions on how to proceed with their registration 

which is also where they will set a password for their account.

People page. Used as an overview page to manage users.
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Edit Current User

Navigation
Navigate to People. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant user. Use the filters provided at the top of the page 
if required.

Implementation
Please refer to “Register New User” above for guidance and best practise when editing users.

Block Current User

Navigation
Navigate to People. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant user (please refer to the above screenshot for “Edit
Current User”. Use the filters provided at the top of the People page if required.

To edit an individual user, select the ‘Edit’ task from the ‘Operations’ column.
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Implementation
Change the status to “Blocked” and click “Save”. The user will now be unable to log in or use the user 
account.

To block a user on the user edit page, select the ‘Blocked’ radio button under ‘Status’ and save.
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Registering New Users from the Frontend
1. Open the application as the following will appear on your screen. Then click on “Sign Up” at the 

bottom of the page.

2. Then fill in all the fields, as all 
is required. Once you are done, 

click on “Here we go!”

4. Now create a password and 
then confirm it. 

3. You’ll then get an email of 
approval, navigate to the link 

provided and it should take you 
to the following.

5. The following will appear on 
your screen.
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Content

Depending on user roles and workflow, content will allow creation, moderation and publishing of various
content types.

Content Types

Description
A single website could contain many types of content, such as informational pages, profiles, news, articles,
etc. In Drupal, each item of content is called a node, and each node belongs to a single content type, which
defines various default settings for nodes of that type, such as whether the node is published automatically
or not.

These are the content types in use on the new MyV&A+ website:
• Article
• Deal
• Event
• Page
• Web Form

Content Types on the MyV&A+ Website

Content
Type

When to use this content type

Article The article content type will be used for a number of sections on the website. By 
using an article type field, we will be able to automatically populate various sections 
of the site. This will be used to store full articles that will live on the site.

Deal Deals would be loaded by users with the Tenant Manager role. They would 
complete all fields and submit their deals for review. The V&A moderators would 
receive a notification via email that content is ready for review. Once they are 
happy with the content, a Moderator will be able publish or schedule when the deal 
should be published.

Event Events hosted by, or in collaboration with the V&A Waterfront and/or its partners.

Page The page content type will be used on the website to form the basic structure of a
web page. Any generic piece of content that has to be loaded to the website will be 
loaded to a page.

Web Form Web forms will be used mainly for competitions and surveys. All data submitted will 
be accessible on the backend of the platform. Only Editors and Administrators have 
access to web form submissions.
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Content Landing Pages
Only the Article, Deal and Event content types have dedicated landing pages.

Article
The article content type has 3 dedicated landing pages, so when content of these types are created and
published, it will automatically be added to the relevant dedicated landing page. For example, when a new
article is created that is added to the “Blog” content group, it will automatically be added to the blog landing
page (https://content.myvna.waterfront.co.za/node/add/article).

The dedicated landing pages for articles. 
All articles are grouped into the following categories:

• News
• Campaigns
• Marketing
• Just Docked

Deal
The deal content type has only one content landing page. Deals would be loaded by users with the Tenant
Manager role. They would complete all fields and submit their deals for review. The V&A moderators would
receive a notification via email that content is ready for review. Once they are happy with the content, a
Moderator will be able publish or schedule when the Deal should be published.

Event
Events hosted by, or in collaboration with the V&A Waterfront and/or its partners.

General Content Guidelines/Notes
• Ideally body content/copy should never be directly copied and pasted from Microsoft Word 

without further editing and review, because content headings, images, formatting and spacing may 
not remain consistent.

• Alternative text (or ALT text) on images should always be added when uploading images due to its 
importance for search engine optimisation (SEO) purposes. ALT text should always be descriptive 
and relevant to the content of the image and adhere to the ALT text guidelines.

• The website will cache content and pages to ensure faster loading times for users, therefore when 
content is loaded it may not display immediately. Caches will flush automatically every 3 hours, 
however if content needs to be displayed urgently, please contact an administrator, because they 
can flush caches manually to ensure that content displays immediately.
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Access Content Overview Page

Navigation
Click on the Content menu item.
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Add new Content

Navigation
When you’re on the Content Overview Dashboard, click on Add Content at the top right hand corner. 
Select the relevant content type you would like to create.

Implementation

Adding an Article
Go to Content > Add Content > Article

The article content type will be used for a number of sections on the website. By using an article type field,
we will be able to automatically populate various sections of the site. This will be used to store full articles
that will live on the site.
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The table below will explain the various fields and elements, and their purposes.

Section Field Purpose/Display

Title and setup Headline This is the title of the article. Used for meta-data, Content 
Management System (CMS) Listing and URL structure/slug.

Type This can either be News, Marketing, Campaign or Just Docked.

Category A class or division.

Add another item To add another Category.

Tags Categorise and relate different content items.

Copy and
components

Body Main body text of the article.

Lead The opening sentence or paragraph of a news article, 
summarising the most important aspects of the story.

Image Add media Click to add an image.

Notifications Notification 
subject

The subject of the notification message.

Message
body

Provide the copy for the notification. Keep it short to avoid 
truncation during push.

Save as Save the article as a draft, featured, unpublished, needs review or approval.

Revision log
message

Indicate to moderators the purpose of this upload or revision of the content to 
make reviewing the content easier.

URL alias To generate an automatic URL alias, check the box.

Authoring
information

Fill in the author and the date of authorisation.

Promotion
options

 Check the box if the article has to be “Promoted to front page” or “Stick at top of 
lists”.
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Adding a Deal
Deals would be loaded by users with the Tenant Manager role. They would complete all fields and submit
their deals for review. The V&A moderators would receive a notification via email that content is ready for
review. Once they are happy with the content, a Moderator will be able publish or schedule when the deal
should be published. The table below will explain the different fields and elements, and their purposes.

Section Field Purpose/Display

Title and setup Headline This is the title of the article. Used for meta-data, 
CMS Listing and URL structure/slug.

Period The start and end date of the deal.

Redeem limit The amount of times a user can redeem this deal.

Deal type Select a type of deal.

Category Select the category this deal belongs to.

Tags Categorise and relate different content items.

Tenant The company association.

Copy and
components

Body Main body text of the article.

Deal detail Provide the specific details for this deal. Can have 
multiple values.

Add Deal details More details of the deal.

Terms & Conditions Provide the requirements to fulfil in order to 
redeem this deal.

Image Thumbnail Select an image for the preview for this deal on lists.

Image Provide an image representation of this deal. Shown 
in the full version of the deal.

Notifications Notification subject Provide the subject of the notification message.

Message body Provide the copy for the notification.

Save as Save the article as a draft, featured, unpublished, needs review or approval.

Revision log
message

Indicate to moderators the purpose of this upload or revision to make the 
reviewing of content easier.

Scheduling options Enter a publish date, time and status.

URL alias To generate an automatic URL alias, check the box.

Authoring information Fill in the author and the date of authorisation.

Promotion
options

 Check the box if the article has to be “Promoted to front page” or “Stick at 
top of lists”.
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Adding an Event
Events hosted by, or in collaboration with the V&A Waterfront and/or its partners.
The below table will explain the different fields and elements, and their purposes.

Section Field Purpose/Display

Title and setup Event type This can be either “Art and culture”, “Charity drive”, 
“Events for kids”, “Lifestyle”, “Live shows” or “Xchange”.

Dates Provide the start date and time of this event. 
Optionally add an end date and time.

Event name What the event is called.

Category A class or division.

Add another item To add another Category.

Tags Categorise and relate different content items.

Media Add media Click to add an image.

Carousel images Provide additional images to display on the event 
information page.

Copy and components Body Main body text of the article.

Media Add media Click to add an image.

Content and location Contact number Provide a phone number where users can get more 
information about this event.

Mail Provide an email address where users can find out 
more about this event.

District Select the neighbourhood district this event takes 
place in.

Notifications Notification subject The subject of the notification message.

Message body Provide the copy for the notification. Keep it short 
to avoid truncation during push.

Save as Save the article as a draft, featured, unpublished, needs review or approval.

Revision log message Indicate to moderators the purpose of this upload or revision to make the 
reviewing of content easier.

URL alias To generate an automatic URL alias, check the box.

Authoring information Fill in the author and the date of authorisation.

Promotion options Check the box if the article has to be “Promoted to front page” or “Stick at 
top of lists”.
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Adding a Page
Go to Content > Add Content > Page

The page content type will be used on the website to form the basic structure of a web page. Any 
genericpiece of content that has to be loaded to the website will be loaded to a page. A page can consist of 
only a title and body text, however it generally consists of multiple page builder elements which can contain 
one or more content types.

The table below will explain the different fields and elements, and their purposes.

Section Field Purpose/Display

Title and setup Page title Used for meta-data, CMS Listing and URL 
structure/slug

Tags Categorise and relate different content items.

Copy and Components Body Main body text of the article.

Image Click on “Add media” to add an image.

Revision log message Indicate to moderators the purpose of this upload or revision to make the 
reviewing of content easier.

Menu settings To provide a menu link, check the box.

URL alias To generate an automatic URL alias, check the box.

Authoring information Fill in the author and the date of authorisation.

Promotion options Check the box if the article has to be “Promoted to front page” or “Stick at 
top of lists”.
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Further Explanation of WYSIWYG and Paragraphs (Page Builder Elements)
Explaining WYSIWYGs

As explained in the table above, the WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) element is used to add
formatted text to a page. It can also be further customised under the Advanced tab. Features under this tab
include:

1. The ability to pull a quote from the formatted text and display it on the left side of the text.
2. To display a call to action button that links to a piece of content elsewhere on the site or to point 

users to an external source.

Publish Content

Navigation
Click on the “Content” tab in the navigation bar. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant content you would like 
topublish. Please make use of the filters, as highlighted below, to find the content you are looking for.
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Implementation
At the bottom of the page a checked or unchecked “Published” box will indicate the status of the content.
Make sure the box is checked as shown below if you wish to publish a piece of content, and then click “Save”.
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Edit Content

Navigation
Click on the “Content” tab in the navigation bar. Then click on “Content” again, directly below. Click on 
“Edit” next to the relevant content you would like to publish. Please make use of the filters to find the 
content you are looking for.

Unpublish Content

Navigation
Click on the “Content” tab in the navigation bar. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant content you would 
like to publish. Please make use of the filters to find the content you are looking for. Please refer to the 
screenshot shown above.

Implementation
At the bottom of the page you’ll find a “Change to:” block. Click on the arrow and select “Draft, Featured,
Published and Removed”. It will indicate the status of the content. Then click “Save”.
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Delete Content

Navigation
Navigate to the content you want to delete. You can do this by clicking on “Content” in the navigation bar 
and using the filters to narrow your search, or you can search for it by title. After you have navigated to 
the content you want to delete on the “Content” dashboard, click the down arrow right next to the “Edit” 
button. The dropdown list will give you a “Delete” option to click on.
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Live Alerts

Access Overview Page

Navigation
Navigate to the dashboard - Click on “Content”, “CMS” and then on “Dashboard”.

Creating a new live alert

The following will appear on your screen, fill in the fields.
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Recent live alerts
Use the above navigation and scroll down.

Delete recent live alert
Click on the “Edit” button next to the live alert you want to delete, then click “Delete”.
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Media

Access Overview Page

Navigation
Go to the “Media” tab.
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Create New Media

Navigation
Go to Media > Add Media and select the relevant media type in the main navigation.

Adding an Image
Go to Media > Add Media > Image

Field Purpose/Display

Image Select the relevant image to be uploaded to the website.

Alternative text Short description of the image used by screen readers and displayed when the 
image is not loaded. This is important for accessibility.

Title The title is used as a tool tip when the user hovers the mouse over the image.

Name The name of the media to be displayed where relevant.

Revision log
message

Indicate to media moderators the purpose of this upload or revision to make the 
reviewing of media easier.

Edit Media

Navigation
Go to “Media”. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant media item you would like to edit.

Publish Unpublished Media

Navigation
Go to “Media”. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant media item you would like to publish. You can filter for
unpublished media to narrow your search.

Implementation
At the bottom of the page check the box (it will fill up with a blue square) and click “Save” to publish the
media item.
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Unpublish Media

Navigation
Go to “Media”. Click on “Edit” next to the relevant media item you would like to unpublish.

Implementation
At the bottom of the page uncheck the box (the blue square will disappear) and click “Save” to unpublish
the media item.
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Taxonomy

Access Overview Page

Navigation
Go to the “Media” tab.

Add Terms to Vocabulary

Navigation
Hover over Structure > Taxonomy in the main navigation field and click on “Add Vocabulary”.

Implementation
Insert a relevant term in the “Name” field. Optionally, insert a description, URL alias and parent for 
the term.

Edit Terms of Vocabulary

Navigation
Navigate to Structure > Taxonomy and hover over the relevant vocabulary. Click on “Edit” next to the 
relevant term.

Implementation
Update the term in the “Name” field. Optionally, update the description, URL alias and parent of the term.

Explaining Taxonomy Tags
Taxonomy tags are used to group similar content - these don’t have their own landing pages, although if
clicked on, takes you to a page where other content with the same tag is prefiltered for you. You could also,
on another page, add a content block which shows content from a specific tag. This is an easy way to group
content with ‘related content tags’ such as “health.”
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Roles and Permissions

The following grid defines which actions can be performed by the five specific user roles created for 
MyV&A+. This can also be viewed through the backend by hovering over the “People” menu item and 
selecting “Permissions”.

Defined as:

• Authenticated user 
These would be users who use the app as end users, subscribe to specific notifications and alerts, 
enter competitions and complete surveys, etc.

• Administrator
Full access to all the features on the platform. This role would be limited to a handful of users.

• Tenant manager
This role would be reserved for managers of specific tenants. They would have the ability to 
upload their own deals or notifications about specials that might be running on the day.

• Editor
This role would be provided to the V&A team. They would have access to upload items to the 
“What’s On” section and publish items like competitions and surveys. Editors will have access to 
the notification system to send out mass communication from the backend of the platform.

• Moderator
It would be provided to users who have to do final Quality Assurance (QA) on uploaded content. 
They would have access to approve any content that is uploaded to the platform, specifically 
content loaded by tenants.

Users will make use of the default authentication system. All user profiles will have to be approved
before they can log on to the system to make changes.

Below is additional information on what the default Roles are:
• Authenticated - Anyone who logs on to the website
• Administrator - The default administrator user who has access to all configurations on the 

website. This role is only used by developers.
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Permission Authenticated
user

Administrator Tenant
manager

Editor Moderator

Content Moderation
Draft workflow: Use Create New Draft 
transition. Move content from Draft, 
Published, Unpublished states to Draft state.

  

Draft workflow: Use Publish transition.
Move content from Draft, Published states to 
Published state.



Draft workflow: Use Unpublished transition.
Move content from Draft, Published states to 
Unpublished state.

 

Draft/Published/Featured workflow: Use 
Approved transition. Move content from 
Draft, Needs review states to Approved state.



Draft/Published/Featured workflow: Use 
Create New Draft transition. Move content 
from Draft, Published states to Draft state.

 

Draft/Published/Featured workflow: Use 
Feature content transition. Move content from 
Draft, Published states to Featured state.



Draft/Published/Featured workflow: Use 
Publish transition. Move content from 
Published, Needs review, Approved states to 
Published state.



Draft/Published/Featured workflow: Use 
Review transition. Move content from Draft 
state to Needs review state.

 

Draft/Published/Featured workflow: Use 
Unfeature content transition. Move content 
from Featured state to Published state.



Draft/Published/Featured workflow: Use 
Unpublish transition. Move content from Draft, 
Published, Featured states to Unpublished state.

 

Tenant content workflows workflow: Use 
Approve transition. Move content from Draft, 
Needs review states to Approved state.



Tenant content workflows workflow: Use 
Create New Draft transition. Move content 
from Draft, Published, Approved states to 
Draft state.

  

Tenant content workflows workflow: Use 
Feature content transition. Move content from 
Published, Approved states to Featured state.



Tenant content workflows workflow: Use 
Publish transition. Move content from 
Published, Approved states to Published state.



Tenant content workflows workflow: Use 
Remove from platform transition. Move 
content from Published, Featured, Approved 
states to Removed state.

 

Tenant content workflows workflow: Use 
Review transition. Move content from Draft, 
Needs review states to Needs review state.

  

Tenant content workflows workflow: Use 
Unfeature content transition. Move content 
from Featured state to Published state.



View any unpublished content. 

View the latest version. Requires the “View 
any unpublished content” or “View own 
unpublished content” permission.
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Contextual Links
Use contextual links  

File
Access the Files overview page  

Filter
Use the Basic HTML text format Warning: 
This permission may have security implications 
depending on how the text format is configured.



Use the Filtered HTML text format Warning: 
This permission may have security implications 
depending on how the text format is configured.



Use the Full HTML text format Warning: This 
permission may have security implications 
depending on how the text format is configured.



Use the Restricted HTML text format Warning: 
This permission may have security implications 
depending on how the text format is configured.



Flag
Administer Flaggings -  Warning: Give to 
trusted roles only; this permission has security 
implications. Delete flaggings for all users.



Flag Deal Favourite. 

Flag Node Read/Unread 

Flag Read/Unread 

Unflag Deal Favourite 

Unflag Node Read/Unread 

Unflag Read/Unread 

JSON-RPC 2.0
Use JSON-RPC services.  

Media
Image: Create new media   

Image: Delete any media 

Image: Delete own media  

Image: Edit any media 

Image: Edit own media  

Access media overview Users with this 
permission can access the media overview page.

 

Create media  

Update any media  

Update own media 

View all media revisions To view a revision, you 
also need permission to view the media item.



View media  

View own unpublished media   

MyV&A+: Deals
Redeem Coupon Codes 

MyV&A+: Notifications
Create new Live alert entities 

Create new Notification entities 

Edit Notification entities  

View published Notification entities 

View unpublished Notification entities  
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Node
Article: Create new content  

Deal: Create new content   

Event: Create new content  

Page: Create new content  

Webform: Create new content  

Deal: Delete own content  

Article: Edit any content 

Deal: Edit any content 

Event: Edit any content 

Page: Edit any content 

Web form: Edit any content 

Article: Edit own content  

Deal: Edit own content   

Event: Edit own content  

Page: Edit own content  

Web form: Edit own content  

Access the Content overview page  

Administer content Warning: Give to trusted roles 
only; this permission has security implications. 
Promote, change ownership, edit revisions, and 
perform other tasks across all content types.



View published content  

View own unpublished content   

RESTful Web Services
Access POST on Coupon generate rest  
resource resource



Access POST on Coupon redeem rest
resource resource



Access POST on Flagging rest
resource resource



Access POST on User Activate rest
resource resource



Access POST on User registration
resource



RW: Organisation
Create new Organisation entities  

Edit Organisation entities  

View published Organisation entities  

View unpublished Organisation entities  

Scheduler
Schedule content publication Allows users 
to set a start and end time for content 
publication.

 

View scheduled content list Allows users to 
see all content which is scheduled.



Shortcut
Use shortcuts  

Simple OAuth & OpenID Connect
Grant OAuth2 codes. Allow using the 
AuthCode grant.
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Sub requests
Issue sub requests. Allow using the sub requests 
front controller to respond to multiple requests.



System
Administer menus and menu links.  

Use the administration pages and help.  

View the administration theme. This is
only used when the site is configured
to use a separate administration
theme on the Appearance page.

 

Taxonomy
Article type: Create terms  

Buildings: Create terms  

Category: Create terms  

Deal types: Create terms  

Keywords/Tags: Create terms   

Neighbourhood districts: Create terms  

Article type: Delete terms 

Buildings: Delete terms 

Category: Delete terms 

Deal types: Delete terms 

Keywords/Tags: Delete terms 

Neighbourhood districts: Delete terms 

Article type: Edit terms 

Buildings: Edit terms  

Category: Edit terms  

Deal types: Edit terms  

Event type: Edit terms  

Toolbar
Use the toolbar  

User
View own account details. Allows the users to 
access their own account information.



Web Push API
Create Own Web Push Subscriptions 

Delete Own Web Push Subscriptions 

Edit Own Web Push Subscriptions 

Web form
Access the web form help page. Allows users 
to view the web form module’s help page.



Access the web form overview page Get an 
overview of all web forms.



Access the web form user submission page. 
Allows a user to view their submissions via the 
“Submissions” tab on their profile page.

 

Create web forms  

Delete own web form  

Edit any web form. Warning: Give to trusted 
roles only; this permission has security 
implications. Allows management of any web 
form and its results.
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